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History in Games 

u In conventional historical media the audience’s agency is 
generally restricted to interpreting what we think the author 
meant and deciding if we agree

u However historical games differ by inviting us, the audience, to 
play a role in their “(hi)story-play-space” (Chapman 2016).

u However, there are always limits and controls to this agency

u For instance: contents are often at least partly storied 
(sequenced); rules mean theories of causality are 
predetermined; players cannot generally extend the possible 
spatial or temporal scope of the (hi)story-play-space 



Historical Game ‘Modding’

In historical games this often means making changes such as:

- adding factions

- adding environments

- altering/adding time-frames/periods

- refining/adding historical processes

- refining unit, architecture, environment appearances

- making changes to gameplay (such as improving enemy AI)



Half-Life

Day of Defeat

Day of Defeat: Source



Motivations for Mods for Historical 
Games

u 3 common concerns: gameplay; inaccuracy/insufficient 
nuance; story/content decisions

1. Altering Gameplay 

- e.g. balancing, changing difficulty, adding/removing game 
mechanics

2. Correcting perceived inaccuracies or insufficient nuance in 
a game’s historical representation

- Divide et Impera (Rome: Total War II mod) claims to add
“Realistic army sizes in scale representing the army numbers of 
the period…Formations behavior simulating the way they 
worked in real life”



“The Europa Barbarorum project started in January 2004 as a team with the 
intent of informing The Creative Assembly about the historical nature of the 
"barbarian" factions in Rome: Total War. Our aim was to gather as large an 
amount of historical information as we could and pass it on to the Creative 
Assembly, prior to R:TW's release, in order for their portrayal of the 
‘barbarian’ factions in the game to be more accurate…As it became 
clear that CA would not use this sort of information, the group decided to 
transform the project into a modification. Europa Barbarorum I created for 
R:TW has received critical acclaim and has been downloaded well over 
100,000 times for each version.” 

• “The aim is to give 
the player…a 
deeper 
comprehension of 
the ancient world 
and its correlations”

• “As ever, thank you 
for your support and 
remember to read 
more history” 



Anno Domini 1257 
mod

Play the World 
Extended mod



3. Dissatisfaction with the story/content decisions of developers

- i.e. the modders feel that an important or interesting history or 
historical element has been left out or overlooked



Eastern Front mod, 
CoH 2

Darkest Hour: Europe ‘44-
’45 mod



Colonialist Legacies mods

Slavery mod for Civilization V



“No other military conflict is comparable to those dramatic years of the 
20th century. Most rumors spread about the Indochaina and Vietnam 
War are not honest, even though it was the best documented war in 
history. No other military conflict was ever so controversial, pointing to 
an unloved fact: our enemy was not the only source of evil, the evil 
could be found within ourselves. The "Eve Of Destruction" mod is a 
tribute to the U.S., ARVN and Vietcong/NVA soldiers who fought and 
died in Vietnam, and also to the Vietnamese people.”

Eve of Destruction 
mod



Historical Modding
u The practice of historical modding indicates that at least some 

players value, and are engaging with, the historical aspect of games

u Authenticity/accuracy is highly valued and concerns of this kind are 
very common motivations for the modding of these games

u These mods are often positioned as performing a ‘public good’, i.e. 
being framed as holding wider educational, moral, documentary or 
memorial value 

- “by adhering to historical accuracy we can educate others (and 
ourselves!) about the less popular aspects of World War 2…by keeping 
the memory of WWII alive we can prevent history from repeating itself” 
(Crabtree 2013, 204).

u Mods also exemplify the inclusion of audiences into historical 
practice that the game form allows

u “...a new, albeit digital, wave of popular history revisionists” 
(Chapman 2013, 317)
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